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This is a simple but comprehen sive study of t he dynamic behavior of a shaft
with a crack on elast ic supports. The analysis is restricted to the single span
shaft with uniform circular cross-section. The natural frequency and modes of
vibration of a shaft having a t ransverse crack are investigated using the finite
element method. The local flexibility due to the crack is evaluated using the
theory of fracture mechanics. The effect of crack depth on the natural behavior is
discussed. The results show that an increase in the depth of the of crecx magnifies
the response amplitude and decreases th e natural frequencies. The effect of elastic
supports on the dynamic behavior of the shaft is presented th rough computation.
The range of maximum effect is given.
The clement stiffness mat rix of a cracked shaft considering th e longitu dinal
translation and axial rotation is first presented. Th is makes it possible to enely-
size the dynam ic response of a practical shaft by FEM. A Fortran -77 program is
developed which can be used to calculate the two and th ree dimensional vibration
of a shaft containing more than one transverse crack, concentrated mass and elas-
tic foundation. It can ~JBO be used in multi-spa n shaft with different cross-section
and applied to some loads.
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A propeller shaft is aD important par t of ship propulsion. Shaft vibra t ion mon-
ito ring has been receiving inc reasing attent ion in recent years. The failures of
shafts due to fatigue cracks mak es it imperative to have an accu rate est imation of
shaft natu ral vibrat ion characterist ics in the design stage . Vibration m onitoring
has the greatest pote ntial in crack det ection since it can be carri ed out without
dismantling any part of t he m achine and be done usual ly even under operating
condition.
1.1 Liter ature Survey
Fati gue cracking in a shaft is one of th e main causes of catastroph ic failu re which
is described byJack and Patterso n ( 1976). Since a crack changes the st iffness tha t
influences th e dynamic behavior of the shaft , vibrat ion monitoring could be used
as a means of detec t ing crack initiat ion and growth. Kolzow (1974) first pointed
out that the vibration monito ring could be useful in detecting crack initiat ion
r.nd .rowtb , T berefDJ'tIa det aUllld. tudy of the vibrat iDnal beh avio r of , haft with
trecsve rse cracks is necessary.
Since the middle 1970•• many research ers have realized th e impo rtance of this
problem . The first work done by Dimarogollu (1970) and Paleliu (1914) int ro-
duced th e ben ding st iffness descrip t ion cf a rotor crack which is dete rmined from
compliancem~asurements. The incorpora tion of the st iffness change caused by a
crack into the equation of motion was dealt with in the literature by Dimuogo Du
(1976).
Gasch (1976, 1993) developed a hinge model for Laval rotors (massless shaft ).
in which he replaced th e crack mechanism by an additionlLlcrack flexibility and
switched it on and off according to whet her the crack was closed or open . He
discovered t hat resonances would occur as the rot ation reach ed i , i . ete., of the
shaft bending frequencies:
Henry and Okab·Avae ( 1976) employed the equations of motion with a shalt
sec tion interia unequal to that of the cracked shaft, and concluded that t.here
would be resonances due to the crack when the rotational speed equal to ! of the
fint critical speed where D is an odd integer. They also found th at the vi bra-
tion response due to the crack was hardly detectable when the rotational speed
ex ceeded the first crit ical speed.
Mayes and Davies ( 1976) Mayes (1977) perfo rmed a det ailed an alytical and
experi mental investigat ion of t urbine shaf ts with cracks. They derived a rough
ana lytical esti mation of th e crack compliance based on t he energy principle. AI·
tb ough they considered t he nonlinear equation for a simple rotor, t hey obtained
analy tical solutions by considering an ope n crack which led to a.shaft with dis-
simila r moments of inert ia in t wo perpend icular direction• .
Grabowski and Mahrenholtz (1982; 1980) argued that in a shaft of practical
interest the shaft deflection due to its t wn weight illorders of magnit ude greate r
than t he vibration amplitude. Therefore be suggests that non-linear ity does not
affect the shaft response since t be crack opens and closes regularly with the rota -
tion .
Using the concept that a transverse crack in a structural member introduces
local flexibility due to the strain energy concentration in the vicinity of the crack
tip under load, Dimorogonas and Pa padopoulos (1983), Dimorogonas an d Paipetis
(1983) and Papadopoulos and 'Dimarogonas ( 1987) derived the complete local
flexibility matrix of a cracked, l\)t ating shalt and verified it experi mental ly. They
observed the local flexibility of the shaft due to the crack and developed an an-
alytical expression for t he crack 'ccel flexibility in relation to th e crack depth.
They also showed th e influence of the crack on the dynamic reapcnae of the rotor.
Ziebarth and Baumgartner( 1981) esta blished t heir crack model on the basis
of detai led (but quasistat ic) exper imental invest igation . They consequently for-
mulate d the equations of motion in statio nary coordinates and app lied t hem to
prac tica l turbine rotors. Then t hey compar ed the analytical results with the re-
sults of model test. As practical crack indicators, they suggested significant peaks
in vibration amplit udes, shifting of nat ural frequencies, unstab le vibrations , and
changes in th e double-frequency vibratio n component .
Dirr and Schmalhorsts ( 1987) described thecrack more accura tely than others
by a 3-dimensional finite elemen t analysis and successfully simulat ed the vibra-
tions of a cracked test rotor on the basis of measured crack shapes.
Qian et aJ ( 1990) derived the element stiffnessmatrix of a beam with a crack
from an integrat ion of the stress intens ity factors and then established a finite
elemen t mode (FEM) of a cracked beam .
Most of the investigators concentrated on the stiffness changes due to a crack,
nnd these researchers only considered the case that the-crack is perpendicular to
the axis of shaft.
1.2 Objective
In this study, a finite element model is employed to analyze the dynamic behaviour
of a shaft having a crack and support ed on elastic bearings. Through the inves-
tigatio n, some relationsh ips between nat un l frequencies of shaft and crack depth
and stiffness of eleetlc supports should be found. This work will abo provide some
useful results for experimental invest igat ion in the next stage.
1.3 Methodology
In th is study, the first step is tc give a theoretically description of the free vibration
ora beam . Furthermo re, a finite element model is formulated to ana lyze the effect
of elastic supports on the dynamic behaviour of a non-crack shaft and give an
approximate evaluation of propeller effect.
In order to derive th e stiffnesl!' matri x of cracked element, a fract ure mechanics
approac h is used to study the effect of the preeeace of a crack on the dynamic
characteristics of the shaft.
At last , a Fortran-11 computer program was developed.
Chapter 2
St iffn ess Matrix Derivation of
Space Beam Element with a
Crack
2.1 Introduction
Th e element etiffneee mat rix of a beam with a crack was derived from an inte-
grat ion of the stress intensi ty factors e nd then a finite element model(FEM ) of a
cracked beam was esta blished by Qian et ale1990). Sekhar and Prahhu (1992)
also presented a similar approach .
2 .2 C rack-Tip Stress' Fields for Linear-Elastic
Bodies
2.2.1 Crack T ip Stress Int en sity Facto rs
Fracture studi es of structural elements have been revolutionized in the recent
twenty year s by the analysis of their sensitivity to fh.ws or cracklike defects.
Wit hin these . tudies an essential ingred ient is reasonable and proper stress anal-
ysis including especially the flaw with its high local elevations of stresses from
which fracture progresses through various crack propagation mecbeniemet st ress
corrosion, fatigue,etc.).
Full studies of fracture behavior cover both the stress analysis aspects and the
materia l behavior in terms of resistance to the st resses imposed. The redistri-
bution of stress in a body due to the int roduction of a crack or notch may be
begun by methods of linear-elastic stress analysis. Of course the greatest atten -
t ion should be paid to tbe high level of etreesee at or surrounding the crack tip
which will usually be accompanied by at least some plasticity and othe r non-linear
effects. Neverthelesslinear-elastic stress analysis properly forms the basis of most
current fracture analysis for at least "small scale yielding" where all substa ntial
non-linearity is confined within a linear-elastic field surrounding the crack tip.
Consequently, the character and significant parameters of lineer-elaatic crack tip
fields will he given first attent ion.
The surface of a crack has the dominati ng influence on the distribution of
stresses near and around the crack t ip. Other remote boundaries and loading
forces affect only the intensity of the local stress field at the tip .
The stress fields near crack tips can be divided into three basic types, each




Flgure2.1: The Basic Modesor CrackSurfaceDisplacements .
Mode I is the ope nins mode which is associated with local displacement in
which the crack surfaces move directly apart (syrr.met ril::with respect to the x-
y and x-a planes). Mode II i. the edge-eliding mode, which is characterized by
displacements in which the crack surfaces slide ever one another perpendicula r
to tbe leading edge of the crack (symmet ric with respeet to tbe x-y plane and
skew-symmetric with respect to the x-z plane ). Mode III is tearing mode, finds
the crack surface sliding with respect to one another parallel to the leading edge
(skew-symmetri c with respect to the x-y plan e and x-z plane). Tbe superposition
of these three modes is sufficient to describe the most general 3-dimensional case
of local crack-tip deformation and etreee fields.(Tada et al,1973)
T he moot direct app roach to determinati on of the st rcSR and displacement field s
associated with eachmode follows in the man ner of Irwin ( 1957), basedon the
method ofWesteI gaard ( 1939). Modes I and II can be analyzed as 2-dimensional
plane-extensional problems of the theory of elastici\.y which ace subdivided as
symmetric and skew-symmetric, respecti vely, with respect to the crack plane.
Mode III can be regarded AI the 2-dimer.l!lional pure eheer (or torsion) problem .
Referring to Figure 2.2 for Dotati on, the resulting st ress and displacement fields
are given below:
Figure 2.2; Coordinates Measured from the Leading Edge of a Crack and the




o, = ~cos~,[l - sin~sin~J + t1dl '+ O(rt) (2.1){2lrr}f 2 2
(Til =AcoS_,8 [1+sin_,f)sin:!...,9]+O(rt ) (2.2)(2'll'r) !f
s , e. e 38 I'T.,~ =(27l'r)tcos2'slnicos2"+OCr ) (2.3)
and for plane strai n (with higher order terms omitted)
Tn =0 (2.5)
Till =0 (2.6)




1711 =..!S.!.!-1 ! in~, co3 ~,cO$~,8 + O(rt) (2.11)(2J'r )
'l'qI =~( KII cos_,8 11 _ sin -,8Jin!..,O] +O(rt ) (2.12)21l'r).
and for plane strain (witb higher order t erms omitted)
r.. ~ 0 ('.14)
TV' = 0 (2.15)
w ~ 0 ('. 18)
Mode III
For plaoe 'tr eu
12
.,.~. "" - K11It "in ~ + '1'",... +O(rl ) (2.19)(2'11"r ) 2





11 = 0 (2.20)
v=o (2.26)
10 = K;' [~Jl "in; (2.27)
Equations for Mode I and Mode II have been written (or the case orplane
strain (that is ,w= O ) but can bechanged to plane stress eMi ly byta.king 17. = 0
and replacing Poisson's rat io, II , in the displacements witb an approp riate value,
trl:;r.
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In equations for modes It II and Ill, higher orde r terms such as uniform stresses
parallel to the crack, u~ and Tzzo• and terms cf the crder of square root of r , O(rl),
are as indicated . However, normally these terms are omitte d since as r becomes
small compared to planar dimensions (in the x-y plane) these higher order terms
become negligible compa red to the leading j; term. Therefore these leading terms
are the linear-elastic crack tip St~9 (and displacement) fields.
The parameters Kit Ku and KIll in these equations are called crack tip stress
(field) intensity factors for the corresponding three modes. Since K I. Ku and Ktu
are not functions of the coordinates, r and 9, they represent the strength of the
stress fields surrounding the crack tip. Alternate ly they may be mathematically
viewed as the strengths of the -j; stress singularities at the crack tip . Their
values are determined by other boundaries of the body and the loads imposed ,
consequently formulas for their evaluat ion come from a complete stress analysis
of a given configuration and loading.
2.2.2 Evaluation of K], ](11 and K Ill of Th e Si ngle Ed ge
Notch
From H. Tada, et al ( 1913), KI, Ku and KIll can be evaluated for the single
edge notch specimen by following formulas:
1./{/
The loading condition and size are shown in Figure 2.3
hh
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Figure 2.3: The Single: Edge Notch Test Specimen Under Tension Load
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(2.28)
The numerical values of F(i) can be calculated by following empiri cal Formu-
I~.
F(~) ~ 1.12 - 0.231 (~) +10.55(~ )' - 21.72(~ )'+30.39(~)· (2.29)
The accuracy is 0.5% for i less t han 0.6.
F(~) ~ 0.265(1- ~)' + 0.857+ 0',65; (2.30)
b b (1 - ;)
The accurac y is better than 1% for r less than 0.2 and 0.5% for i greater than
or equal 0.2.
F(!!b> = ~tan ll'a (0.752+2.02(i ) +0.37(1 - 8in~)3 (2.31)
1fa 2b cos;:
The accuracy is better than 0.5% (or any ~
For the loading condition shown in Figure 2.4
(2.32)
Numerical values of F( i) can be obtained by following empirical formulae.
,- 1-
DY~
Figure 2.4: The SingleEdge Notch Test Specimen Under Bending Load
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The accuracy is 0.2% for i less than or equal 0.6.
F(~b) = ~tan lI',a
b
(0.923 +O.199! - sin if )4 (2.34)
lI'a cos ~~
The accuracy is better than 0.5% for any t
2. [( /l and K111
For loading condition shown in Figure 2.5
Fu(!) =1.3 - O.65(i ) + O.37( i )2 + O.28(i)3
b R
a I""'.'F1ll{i/=~~










Figure 2.5: The Single Edge Notch Test Specimen Under Shear and Torsion Load
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For loading condition shown in Figure 2.6
KIll = 1'j v;i=iiFru(~) (2.40)
F (~) _ 1.l 22-0.56(V + O.085 ( iF +O, 1 8(U3 (2.41)
"b - /i- I
Fl/l(i>= ~j:an~ (2.42)
The eccurecy of Fu is bett er than 2% for any f
FUJ is exact.
,- 1-




Consider a shaft with given stiffness properties, radius R=D /2, where D is the
diameter of the shaft, and a tran sverse crack of depth a ,shown in Figure 2.7(a)
and (b). The shaft is loaded with axial. force PI ' shear forces p~ and Pa, bend-
ing moments P. and Pr; and torsional moment Ps• The dimension of the local
flexibility matr ix depends on the numbe r of degree of freedom, here it is 6 x 6.
H. Tada'i equat ion ( Tada et el , 1973) gives the additional displacement u,
due to a crack of depth a, in the i directio n, as
Uj = t& fotJ J (a)da (2.43)
where J (a} is the Strain Energy Deneit y Function (SEDF) and Pi is the corre-
spond ing load. The SEDF is ( Dimarogonaa and Paipetis ,1983)
1 6 8 8
J - E'I(~Knl'+(~Kml' +m(~Kun)'J (2.44)
Where E' = E or E/ (1 - 1/') for plane stress and plane strain respectively, E
is th e modulu s of elasticity, m = 1 + II , II is the Poisson ratio ( II = 0.3 for st eel)
a nd J( ;j are the Crack Stress Intensity Fac tors (SIF) for the i = I, II , IJJmodes





Figure2.7: (a) A cracked shaft elementin general loading; (b) the cracksection
of the shaft.
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The local flexibilitydue to the crackper unit width is, by definition( Dimarogonas




Cii= fJ;;Pj [L J(A)dA)
or, after integra ti ng along the width 2b of the crack,
8' 1'['




The value of SIF in equation(2.44) are well known from the literature ( Tada
et al , 1973) for a strip of unit thickness with a transverse crack . Since t he energy
density is a scalar, it is permissible to integrate along the tip of the crack it
being assumed that tbe crack depth is variabl e and tha t the st ress intensity factor
is given for the elementary strip. It is known tha t this approximation yields
acceptable results for engineering accu racy ( Dimarogonas and Palpetis , 1983 ) .
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Here k = 6(1 + 1/)/ (7 + 6/1) is a shapecoefficientfor circular cross section,
Combining relations(2.44), (2.47) and (2.48)-(2.65) yieldsthe dimensionless
termsof the compliancematrix:















-, - , C3:l =" fFJ,(A)dzdy (2.78)




-, -2l:n =" gF1Il (~)tUdy (2.80)
- v 0 0
(2.61)
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c62 ~~~:~l =8loal ~iiFllI(h)didii (2.82)
(2.83)
c63 ;~~:C63 = 8f l xyFlt(h)dfdg (2.84)
(2.85)
cU :~~ctl6 = 16loal lA I +mA2]di dy (2.86)
(2.87)
Where AI = f2yFll h),A2= (1 - f2)iiFll1(h) and f = xlR,g = ylR, Ii =
ylh,b=bIR.
The dimensionless compliance mat rix it, then.
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Figure 2.8: Dimensionless compliances versus crack depth . (a) ellt cu. C55; (b)
Cl4, ~4 . C45; (c) ~e, C38, ~; (d) f22, ~.
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The n the local flexibility mat rix due to the crack equations (2.66)-(2.87) and
equation (2.88) yields
cuR 0 0 Cl4 Cu
0 C22R 0 0 0 C26
CIH=* 0 0 ,,, R 0 0 '., (2.89)C41 0 0 Ctt/R Cts jR 0
'"
0 0 CS4 / R cu/R 0
0 c"
'"
0 0 ... /R
where c;j (ij = 1,2, ..,6) are the dimensionless complian ce coefficients and
Fa = 1fER2/( 1- v 'l ) .
When neglecting th e axial trans lation and rotation, the local flexibility matrix
becomes
(2.90)
2.4 Stiffness Matrix of the Cracked Element
According to the princip le of Saint -Venan t, the stress field is affected only in the
region adjacent to the crack. Therefore, the element stiffness matrix, except for
t he cracked element, may be regarded as unchanged under a certai n limit at ion of
element size ( Qian et al, 1990) . T he additional stress energy of a crack has been
st udied thoroughly in fracture mechanics and the 8exibility coefficient, expressed
by a stress intens ity factor , can be easily derived by means of Cast igliano's theorem
in the linear-elastic range.
Considering a shaft divided into elements as shown in Figure 2.9 , T he behavior
of t he elements situated to the right of t he cracked element may be regarded as
30
ex ternal forces appli ed to th e cracked element , while the behaviour of elements
situated to its left may be regarded as const ra.ints ( Qi&Jl et aJ,l990 i Sekhu and
Prabhu, 1992). Thu s, the 8exib ility matrix of a cracked e~emeDt with constra.ints







Figure2.9: Simply supported sbaft with a.crackedelement
(2.91)
"
Wit h the shearing action neglected , and by using the strain energy, th e flexi-
bility coefficien ts for an element withou t a crack (see Figure 2.9 ) can be derived
in t he form
C'- 6~1 [ 2f ~,+~l
3t 0 0 6
Here EI is the bend ing , tiffneSli and I is the element length.
The addit ional flexibility ma.trix due to the crack is shewn in equation(2.90 )
The total flexibility mat rix for th e cracked element is given as
(C) = (C,]+ [C,~J
From the equilibrium conditions (Figure 2.9 )
92 = - 98
/h = -qr+ lqe
(2.92)




- 1 0 0 0
o -1 0 0
o f -1 0
-I 0 0 - 1
1 0 0 0
o 1 0 0
o 0 1 0
o 0 0 1
So the st iffness m atrix of the cracked element can be written as
[K,)= [T] [C]- ' (T jT (2.94)
Chapter 3
Test of the Program to Solve the
Beam Vibration(No Crack)
According to the model described in Appendix A , /I, FORTRA N-77 program is
written. The program flow chart is shown in Figure 3.1. To check the program ,
a comparison with the analytical solution for beam s having different boundary
condit ions (Weaver and Johnston ,1987) is made . The comparison is shown in
Tab le 3.1.
Five cues are considered . These are simple euppcrt, free, fixed, cant ilever and
propped beams which are shown in Figure 3.2. The beam is divided into Icur
elements, each of which bas the same properties E,l, p and A.
Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of the Program
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Figure 3.2: (a) Simplesupportedj (b) Free; (c) Fixed; (d) Cantilever; (e) Propped
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Natural Frequencies
Structure Mode Exact Solution Solution of the Program
1 2.560 E6 2.563 E6
Simple 2 4,100E7 4.130E7
3 2.050 E8 2.150E8
1 1.316 E7 1.318 E7
F~ 2 9.999 7 1.013E8
3 3.843 3.843
1 1.316 E7 1.311 E7
Fixed 2 9.999 E7 1.013 E8
3 3.843 E8 4.009 E8
1 3.250 E5 3 .256 ES
Cantilever 2 1.276E7 1.279 t;7
3 1.001 E8 1.016E8
1 6.252E6 6.258E6
Propped 2 6.656E7 6.646E7
3 2.855 8 2.9861:;8
From the Table, it is found that there is a very good agreement between
enelytlcel eolutionand calculated results.
Chapter 4
The Effect of Elastic Supports
and Propeller Inertia on the
Dynamic Behaviour
In tbe dynamic calculat ion of a propeller shaft, t he bearing supports can be con-
sidered as elas ti c supports. The difference of the stiffness of bear ings and their
distrib ution may affect the dynamic behav iour of shaft greatly . Thi s is import ant
for the designer to opt im ize the alignment of the shaft.
Figure 4.1 shows a one span of shaft with elastic supports at two ends . The
boundary supports are expressed by two springs in two direc tlons pendicular to
each other. In t he figure, K1 and K2 represent t he stilfnesses of the elast ic springs
at the two ends.
38
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(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(b)
Figure 4.1: (a) shaft; (b) Mesh of elements
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Table 4.1: First Three Frequencies
K w, w, w,
rigid a.M01E6 O.1033E8 O.5375E8
5E12 O.6395E6 O.1027E8 O.5316E8
SEll 0.6329£6 O.9807E8 0.4761ES
SElO 0.5066E6 O.6284E7 O.1926E8
5E09 O.2617E6 O.1l38E7 O.5042E7
5E06 O.3869E5 O.1217E6 O.3463E7
5EO! O.4637E4 O.1l85E5 O.3314E7
When the stiffnesseB of the springs at the two ends of t he shaft are the same u
K, the different value of the stiffnesses have great effect on the natural behaviour
of the shaft. The resu lts are shewn in Table 4.1. In th e calculat ion. t he shaft is
divided into four elements. The value of stiffnesses varies from finite value to a
infinite value(rigid ). Figure 4 .2 - Figure 4.4 show the cu rves between t he value of
K a nd first three natural frequ encies WI, W2 and W3 .
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Figur e 4.2: t he curve between first freque ncy and K
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Figure 4.3: the curve between second frequency and K
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Figure 4.4: the curve between thir d frequency and K
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Table 4. 2: First Three Frequencies
K 1fK2 WI/Wel l W2! W02 W3! W03
1 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 1.030 1.1143 1.2113
3 1.040 1.1523 1.2965
4 1.0454 1.1711 1.3390
5 1.0482 1.1822 1.3645
6 1.0508 1.1895 1.3806
10 1.05489 1.2040 1.4123
In a practical engineering pro blem, the bearings at the two ends of t he shaft
are different . So the effect due to the different values of springs on the natu ral
behaviour should heconsidered. In this part, I use the value of~ to represent the
difference between K1 and K 2 • The resu lts are shown in Table 4.2. In the table,
WOI, W 02 and Woo are th e first,second and third frequencies respectively when K1
equal to [ (2' Figure 4 .5 - Figu re 4.7 show the C::Ul"VelI between :;- an d ~, ~ and






























Figure 4.7: the curve between third frequency and K
10
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4.3 Effect of The Propeller Inertia
The effect of propeller iner tia will be conside red in t he bounda ry conditi ons to
the pro peller.
ElfJ4~~~,t) + PA 82~:,t ) = 0
For a shaft shown in Fig ure 4.8, the boundary conditions become
(1) x= O, y=Oand M=O






J is the mess polar mo ment of iner tia of propeller.
Th e na tur al Crequencies of following example is carried out .
th e lump ed mass is 32500kg. and lumped inerti a moment is 16300kgm2 • T he
diameter of shaft is .25m .
Th e res ults are:
(1) No lum ped mass and inerti a moment
wl=O.190 8xl0 8(rad j s)
w2=O.8366xlOll (rad/ s)
Figure 4.8: Diagram of a. t ailed shaft
WI = O.4363xlO' (rad/_)
(2) Only consider the lumped maM
wl= O.ll38xl ()4(rad / .}
w, = 0,4923xl O'(rad/.}
10] =O.3971xIOt (rad / s)
(3) Both lumped mus &Dd inerti a moment are considered
wl= O.6604xlo'(rad/ l )
w2= O.1376xl 05(rad/ s)
wl= O.5202xlo' (rad / l )
4.4 Discussion of The Results
Results of the calculat ion show that :
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A. Results of the calculations shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4 show that for a
certain range of the values of the bearing stiffness, the nat ura.!frequenciesof the
shaft are very sensitive to variations in the bearing stiffness. Within that range
the natural frequencies increase rapidly as the stiffness increases. For values of
bearing stiffness outside that range the natural frequencies remain almost un-
changed as the stiffness changes. When the bearing stiffness is below a certain
range, the bearing becomes as a "simple" support, while above that range, the
bearing behaves as "fixed" support.
B. When the stiffnesses of elastic supports at the two ends of shaft are not
1. With the increase of the value of K 1/K2 , the natural frequencies also
increase. However, the effect on lower mode frequencies is less than higher mode
frequencies.
2. When the value of K, / K2 is larger than a certain number(for example,
larger than 6 or 7), with the increase of Kl/K2, the natural frequencies have very
little change.
C. Considerat ion of the inertia of the propeller decreases the nat ural frequen-
cies of the system. From the results, it can be found that the frequencies will
decrease by considering of lumped mass and inertia moment.
Chapter 5
The Effect of A Crack on the
Dynamic Behaviour
5.1 Calculation Results
According to the finite element model described in Chapter 4, a. program is written
to calculate the natu ral dynamic behaviour of a cracked sbaft .
When the crack is assumed to affect only stiffness, the natu ral frequencies are
obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem [K] - w3IMI:::O.
Take a one span or beam with a crack at the middle of the beam. The diameter







(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Figure5.1: (a) shaft with a crack; (b) Mesh of elements
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Tab le 5.1: First Three Frequencies Correspo ndi ng to Differen t Crack Depth
a D w, w, w,
0.0 O.6406E6 0.1033E8 0.5377E8
0.1 O.6276E6 0.1032E8 0.5371E8
0.2 O.5350E6 O.1029ES O.531OES
0.3 0.41561>6 0.9918E 7 O.3387E8
0.4 O.2935E6 0.1012E8 O.2813E8
0.5 0.1624E6 0.1000E8 0.2365E8
T he result s are shown in Table 5.1, Fig ure 5.2 - F igure 5.7. In the t able and
figures, W I ' w~ and W3 are the first,second and thi rd frequ encies respec tively , Wot.
Wo2and Wo3are the first ,second and third frequencies respectively when the dep th
or crack is zero, delta WIt delta W 2 and delta W3 are Wl -Woh W2-Wtn and W3-WQ3.
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Figure5.4: Variationsof third frequency with different crackdepth
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Figure 5.8: First Mode Shape of Shaft with Different Crack Depth
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5.2 Conclusions
From the results , we can get conclu sions as follows:
1. As expec ted, t he natural frequencies decrease when the crack occurs, and
the m aximum amplitud es of the mode sha pes become larger.
2. As the crack depth becomes larger, the amplitudes of the mode shapes
become larger, and t he values of natural frequenci es become smaller. The general
trend of the decrease in natural frequencies with the increase in crack dep th is
also observed at higher frequen cies.
3. When the crack occurs close to t he middle of the shaft, the max imum
ampli tude of the mode shape occurs.
Chapter 6
Stiffness Matrix Derivation of
Space Beam Element with a
Crack Considering the Axis
Translation and Rotation
In practical engineering , the shaft is rota ting under the normal operation at some
rotation speed. Therefo re it is necessary to study t he the crack effect on the shaft
tor sional vibration. Figure 2.7 depicts & typic al cracked shaft in general loading.
6.1 Local Flexibility
Conside r a shaft with given stiffness prope rties, radius R=D /2 , where D is the
diameter of the shaft, and a transverse crack of depth a ,shown in Figu re 2.7(a)
and (b). The shaft is loaded with axial force P"s hea r forces P2and Pz, Bending
moment P4and Ps and torsional momen t Ps. The dimension of the loca l flexibili ty
matrix depends on the number of degrees of freedom, here 6 x 6.
From Cha pte r 2, the dimensionless local compliance ma tri x is t hen .
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", 0 0 ... ... 0
'"
0 0 e.. ... 0
0 .., ... 0 0
'"The values of elemen ts of this matri x are comp uted according to equat ion
(2.66) · (2.87).
T hen the local flexibility matrix due to the crack is she wn in following equat ion .
cu R 0 0 Cl 4 eu
0 cnR 0 0 0 C,.
CI",,= 1. 0 0 "'R 0 0 e,. (6.2)F,
'"
0 0 " ./R "./R 0




where CZj (ij = 1,2,••.•6) are the dimensionless compliance coefficients and
Fo = r ER"/CI - ,,2).
6.2 Stiffness M at r ix of the Cracked Element
Consider a sbaft divid ed into element s a.lI ebowa in Figure 6.1 •
With the shearing action neglected, and by using the strain energy, the flexi-
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Here EI is t he bending stiffness, G is torsional shear modulus, J is torsional
inertia moment and I is the elem ent length.
The additional loca l flexibility matrix due ~o the crack is shown in eque-
tion(6.2).
The total flex ibility m atrix for the cracked element is given as
[C)= [C,l +[0,: ]
From the equilibr ium conditions(Figure 6.1)
(6.4)
That is
(Qh Q2, ... ,qn)T = (TJ(Qr,Q8, ..,Qn)T
wherethe transformation matrix ITI is
- 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 I 0 - 1 0
[TJ = 0 -I 0 0 0 -11 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
So the stiffness matrix of the crackedelementcan be written 8.9








,~{ 0 0 0 0 -r]"W 0 0 00 ~ 0 "P- (6.8)0 0
'"
0
0 ~ 0 'f',., 0 0 0 '¥- .,,-
Sothe stiffness ma trix of elemen t is
(KI= (TJlc.r '(T)T=
'f'- 0 0 0 0 0 - 'i'- 0 0 0 0 0
0 "W 0 0 0 ~ 0 - Ijfl 0 0 0 ~0 0 1.jfl 0
- 'fil 0 0 0 - '1f' 0 -'fil 0
0 0 0 'f'- 0 G 0 0 0 - "I' 0 0
0 0
-w 0 '¥ 0 0 0 ~ 0 '¥ 00 ~ 0 0 0 '¥ 0 -w 0 0 0 'f'
- 'i'- 0 0 0 0 0 'i'- 0 0 0 0 0
0 nEI 0 0 0 -~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 -!51- .......0 0 -1.jfl 0 ,., 0 0 0 up 0 OEI 0."... -jr-
0 0 0 JG 0 0 0 0 0 lf2 0 0-,0 0 ..c'fil 0 !H 0 0 0 "Y- O ~ 00 OEI 0 0 0 lfl 0 - <p 0 0 0 'f'-p- (6.9)




The st iffness of elastic supports of the shaft bee great effect on the natural be-
haviour of the shaft. In the case that t he stiffnesses of the elaetic supports at the
two ends of shaft are the same. (a) with the increase of the stiffness, the natural
frequencies also increase ; (b) when the st iffness of the elas tic supports is lerger
than a value (which depend s on the mode), the natural frequencies are almost
const ant and appr oach the natural frequencies when the supports are rigid . (e)
for a shaft with similar elast ic 8upp~rts . the natural frequencies vary rapidly when
the st iffness is with in a certain range. T his phenomenon should be considered in
alignment of a shaft . Whe n the stiffnesses of elastic supports at the two ends
of shaft are not the same. (a) with the increase of stiffness difference between
two supports , the natural frequencies also increase; and t he effect on lower mode
frequencies is less than higher mode frequencies. (b) when t he stiffness differ-
ence between two supports is big enough, the natural frequencie s havevery little
change.
For a shaft with a crack, the crack effect on vhe natural behavio ur of the shaft
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is shown in the following aspec ts .
I, As expected, the natural frequencies decreases when t he crack occurs , an d
the maximum amplitudes of the mod e shapes become larger .
2, As the crack depth becomes larger, t he amp litudes of the mode shapes
become larger, and the values of natural frequenci es become smaller. The gene ral
trend of the decrease in natural frequencies with the increase in crack depth is
also observe d at h igher frequencies.
3, When the crack occurs close to the middle of the shaft , the maximum
amp litude of the mode shape occurs.
In prac tical eng ineering , measur ing the changes in an adequate Dumber of t he
natural frequencies can be used to detect t he crack. It is important for an engineer
to discover the crack as ear ly as possible and prevent damage of the shaft due to
th e presence of a crack.
7.2 R ecommendations
Th is study carries out the calculat ion results obtained by finite element method,
However, further studies should be done in following topics:
1. Experiments should be done in order to compare with calculation results .
2. In practical shafts, the cracks may occur in any direction, how the crack
affect t he dynamic characte ristics should be studied further.
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Free Vibration of a Beam
A .I B ending Vibration Equation of a Beam Sub-
j ected to an Axial Force
For a beam with different boundary condit ions, the derivation of the vibrat ion
equation is given below.
Consider the free body diagram of an element of a beam shown in Figure A.I
where M(x,t ) is the bending moment, V(x,t ) is the shear force, and ((x,t ) is
the extern al force per unit length of the beam.









Figure A.I: (al a beam in bending; (b) free body diagram of an elemen t
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7.
Then th e force equat ion of motion in the y direction gives
- (V+ ~dZ)+fd%+ V + (P+ dP)Sin(8 +dO) - P$i n8 = PAdX~t~ (A.2)
Where p is the mass density, A(x) is the cross-sectional area of the beam and 0
is t he angle bet ween the force P and the x-axis. T he mo ment equat ion of moti on
about a point 0 is, (neglecting rotary inertia)
(M+dM) -(V+ dVldr+fdr ;:- M : O (A.3)
By writ ing
dV =~d:t and dM =~dX
and neglecting higher order terms . Equations (A.2) and (A.3) can be writt en
- 8V~:.t)dX + f dx +(P +dP )Si n(8 + de) - P SinO = PA(X,t )~t~ ds: (AA )
For small deflection
Sin (6+d8) ;;, 8 +dO= ()
(A. 5)
(A .e)
From th e elementary theory of bending of beams , the relationship between
bending mom ent and deflect ion can be expressed as
M (x ,t ) = EI(X)82~~~ , t) (A .7)
Where E is Young's modulus and I(x) is the moment of inert ia of t he beam
cross sectional area about t he neutr al axis. Substituting equation (A.1) int o equa-
tion (A.4) and (A.5), we obtain the differen tial equat ion of motion for the forced
latera l vib rati on of a nonuniform beam.
~[EJ(Z: ) (j2~~, t)J+ pA(z:)82~~~, t) _ p{j2~~~. f ) = f (z:,t ) (A.8)
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For the free vibration of a uniform beam, equa tion (A.S) reduces to
El4~~~ , t) + PA a2~~~. t) _pa2~~~,t ) =0 (A.9)
Appendix B
Mass and Stiffness Matrices
Derivation of Space Beam
Element
Figure B.l( a) depicts a, typical member i of a. space frame. Each end of the
member has six degrees of freedoms, three t ranslation degrees and three rota-
tional degrees. The principal planes of bending are the z' - y' plane and r ' - z'
plane. Six numbered displacements indicated at eachend of the member, consist
of translations and rotations in the :l', y',Z' direction. With a prismatic mem-
ber, the 12 x 12 stiffness matrix for local axes is ccmpceed of the following 6 x 6
submat rices . ( Weaver and Johnston, 1987 ).
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(b)
FigureB.l: Space framemember: (a) localdirections; (b) global directions.
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rti. 0 0 0 0 0
0 121. 0 0 0 6LI.
[K;jJ=~ 0 0 121~ 0 -6LI~ 00 0 0 r2L2I~ O. 0
0 0 -6LI~ 0 4L'lI~ 0
0 6LI . 0 0 0 4L2I.
-rll. 0 0 0 0 0
0 -121. 0 0 0 -6LI.
[K~jl = ~ 0 0 -12I~ 0 6LI~ 00 0 0 -r2L2I~ 0 0
0 0 -6LI~ 0 2L2I~ 0
0 OLI. 0 0 0 2L2I.
rd. 0 0 0 0 0
0 121. 0 0 0 - OLI.
[K~kl = -ffa 0 0 12I~ 0 6LI~ 00 0 0 r'lL2I~ 0 0
0 0 6LI, 0 4L21, 0




Where p is the mass density of element, A is the area of t he cross section of
beam , L is th e length of element ,! ...is the polar mom ent of inertia of t he cross
section. I~ I . are its second mome nts of area about th e y' and z' axis respectiv ely.
ra is GI.:/El
,l • rl is AL2/1••
For the circular cross sect ion
D is the diameter of the shaft
G is the shear modulus of elast icit y
G=2(I~V)
The stiffness matrix of element is
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IK'J = [Kj; Kj.] (B.')
K"i K H
Similarly,the 12)( 12conl iatent · m&S$ matrix At forlocal directions contains
the four 6 x 611ubmatrices,
140 0 0 0 0 0
0 156 0 0 0 22L
1M;;)=':"; 0 0 156 0 - 22L 0 (B.5)0 0 0 140r; 0 0
0 0 -22£ 0 ' L' 0
0 22L 0 0 0 4L'
7r: 0 0 0 0 0
0 54 0 0 0 13L
rM~j l = ~~~ 0 0 54 0 - 13L 0 (B.B)0 0 0 7Or; 0 0
0 0 13L 0 - 3L' 0
0 - 13£ 0 0 0 _ 3L1
140 0 0 0 0 0
0 156 0 0 0 -22L
1M;,,]= ~-;: 0 0 156 0 22L 0 (B.7)0 0 0 140r: 0 0
0 0 22L . 0 'L' 0
0 - 22£ 0 0 0 4L'
Where r; is J/A • the radius of gyrationsquared, J is the mass polarmoment
of inertia of shaft per unit length.
J = ",Ir
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The Ccnslstent . massmatrix M' is
IM'I=[ Mj; Mj. ] (B.8)Mlrj M..
For the lateral(transverse) vibration of a shaft, it is reasonable to neglect the
translation and rotation in the axial direction. T herefore the stiffness matrix and





The stiffness matr ix or element K' is
(K']= [Kji Ki.] (B .12)K i i K..
Figure 8 .2 depicts an element neglecting the translation and rotation in the
axial direction.
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Figure B.2: Beam element with 8 degrees of freedom
Similarly, the 8x 8 consistent . mass matrix M' for local direc tions conta ins
the four 4 x 4 submat rices,
[
156 0 0 22£ ][M~ J =pAL 0 156 - 22L 0
JJ 420 0 - 22L 4£2 0
22£ 0 0 4£2
[
54 0 0 13£ ]
, pAL 0 54 - 13£ 0
IMkj ] = 420 0 13L _3£2 0
- 13£ 0 0 -3£1
[
156 0 0 - 22£ 1
' pAL 0 156 22£ 0
{Ma l = 420 0 22£ 4£2 a
-22L 0 a 4L2





IM'J= [AI;, M;. ] (B.16)
Mkj Mkl<
After stiffness matrix, mass matrix for individual elements have been t rans-
formed to global directions, we can assemble them by direct ion st iffness met hod
( Wea.verand Johnston , 1987), Then t he st iffness and mass matr ices of the whole
struct ure can be obtain ed.
After obta ining the K, M of whole structure, t he matr ix equa t ion of free vi-
bration can be writt en as follows:
(M){ q} + (J<j{q) = {OJ (R .17)
Appendix C









DIMENS ION XM(120, 120 ) • XK{120, 12 0 ) , XNODE (J O. 2) , MELH (J O, 4)
DI MENS IO N AIEU (S ,4). XDCRACK(10 ), FLEe ( 4 , 4) , XKCRi\CK(8,8)
DIMENSION T(S, 4) ,'I'T ( 4 ,8) , TWORl« 8, 4 ) , Xe D( 4 , 4 ) . reRAeK(4 . 4),
C FFCRACK(4 ,8 ) ,XK.'..OC(8 , 8) , XMLOC ( 8 , 8 } ,NBOU(50 ,3)
C , 8 ( 1 20 , 12 0 ) ,V( l 20) , ESPRI NG( 2 0 ) , XMODE (3 0 ) , XLUMP( 2 0 ) ,
C LUMP(20,2)
CHARACT ER* S XCHAR
OPEN( l., FILE= ' in . d a t ' ,STATUS= 'OLO' I
OPEN(2, FI LE= 'out . dat' , STATIlS",,'NEW')
OPEN(3, t 'I LE"" outl . da t ' ,STATUS='NEW')
OPEN(4 ,FI LE = 'out2.dat ' , STATUS", ' NEW' )
c >eM - -- GLOFIAL MASS MATRI X
C XK --- GLOBAL ST IFFNESS MATRI X
C XNODE(*, 2) -- COORDINATE OF NODE, X
C MELK( 1 ,2,3 ,4) - - EL EMENT
C 1 -- START No.
C 2 -- END No .
C 3 - - T!{PE OF MATERIAL
C 4 -- TYPE OF ELM. 0 - - UNCRACKED.
C 1 , 2 , • •• - - CRACKED
C AIEU( l,2 ,3 , 4,5 ,6) -- MATER IAL OF ELM.
C 1 -- RADIUS OF CROSS=SECTION
C 2 - - INTERIA MOMENT AT X -D IR.e 3 __ II Y n
C 4 -- E, YOUNG MODULA
C 5 -- POSSION ' 5 RATIO
C 6 - - MASS DENSITY
C HELM -- No . OF ELEMENTS
C XCRAC}{(l) - THE DEPTH OF CRACK
C 1 - DEPTH
C NCR -- THE NO. OF CRACK
READ( 1 ,.)NFE, NNODE,NEIJi, NETYPE,N BD, NKSPRING, NCR, NMASS
READ(l, 'll) « XNODE(I, J) , J = 1 , 2 ) , I .. l ,NNODE)
READ( l, . ) ( (MELM( I , J ) , J - 1, 4), I=l,NELM)
READ(l , 'll) «AIEU ( I ,J) ,J=l, 4), I =l ,NETYPE)
READ( l , 'lll « NBOU(I ,J) ,J=l , 3) , I= l,NBO)
I F (NKSPRI NG. GT . 0) T'rl EN
READ(l, 'll) (ESPRING(I) , I =l ,NKSPRING)
ELSE IF(NCR.GT .O)THEN
READ(l , 'll) (XDCRACK(I) , I=l, NCR)
ELSE I F (NMAS S . GT . O) THEN
READ(l, 'll) (XLUMP( I ) , I "l ,NMASS)












NFE -- FREDOM or EACH NODE
NNODE -- NO. OF NODES
HELK - - NO. OF ELM.
RETYPE --NO. OF ELHTYPE (MATERIAL )
NMASS - No . of LUMPED MASS{note : f r eedom)
LUHP( 1 , 2)---
I---No . o f NODE
2- - -No. of fr e e ,j om(1 ,2}
XLUHP(20)-- - Mass or i nert !
NNFR= NNODE*N FE
NNFR -- NO . OF FREDOH OF STR UCTURE
C NFE - - THE No. OF FREDOH IS 4
C XLOU -- THE MASS DENSITY
C NKSPRING - - NO. OF ELASTI C SPRING SUPPORTS
NNFR=NNO DE*4
NNFE""2*N FE
DO 1 0 0 0 IELM= l , NELM
KCRACK=MELM{IELM , 4 )
T HE No. OF TH:E: CRACK
KINDE LM=MELM( IELK, 3 )
NSTA=MELM{IELM, l )
NEND=HELM( I ELM,2)
Xl .. XNODE ( NSTA, l )
X2" XNODE ( NEND ,1)
Yl -XNODE (NSTA,2 )
Y2-XNODE(NEND,2 )
XLELH=SQRT ( (X2 - XI ) ** 2+ ( Y2- Yl ) **2 )
PAI =3.14 15926




XIZ ·=AIEU(K I NDELM,2 )
xn..AIEU(KINDELM,3 l
E"'AIEU(KIND ELM, 2)
XNU=AI EU( KI NDELM,3)
XLOU=AI EU ( KINDELM, 4)
MASS MATRIX
CALL XWCM (XLELM, XLOU, XA, XMLOC,NNFE )
WRI TE(3, 222) XLELM,XLOU,XA, NFE
222 FORMAT (lX , ' 1.-' ,F5 .2 , 'LO U"", F7 .2 , 'Ac ' ,FI0 .4 , ' NF"', 12)
WRITE(3 , 4 44) «XMLOC(I,J) , .1-1 , 8 ) ,1-1 , 8 )
444 FORMAT(lX , 'MLOC- ' ,4F14. 4)
DO 777 1 1 - 1, NFE
DO 777 J J = l ,N FE
XM(NFE* ( NSTA)-NFE+II ,NFE* (NSTA) - NFE+JJ) =
XM(NFE* (NSTA) -N FE+II , NFE* (NSTA) -NFE+JJ ) +XMLOC(II , .1.1)
XM(NFE* (NS TA) -N FE+II , NFE* (NENDI -N FE+JJJ-
C XM(NFE* (NSTA) -N FE+II , NFE* (NENO)-NFE+JJ ) +XMLOC (II , JJ+NFE)
XM(NFE* (NEND) -NFE+II ,NF E" (NSTA)-NFE +JJ ) '"
C XM(NFE* (NEND) - NFE+I! , NFE. (NSTA)-NfE+JJ) +XHLOC(II+NFE,JJ)
XM(NFE" (NEND) - NFE+II ,NFE * (NENDI-NFE+JJ ) =
C >eM (NFE" (NEND) -NFE+I I ,NFE . (NEND)- NFE+J J ) +XMLOC(I I +NFE, J J +NFE)
777 CONTI NUE
IF (RCRACR.EQ .O ) THEN
CALL XLOCK( E, XLELM, XI Z, XI Y, XKLOC,NNFE)
WRITE(3 , 555) KCRACR, E , XI Z, XI Y
55 5 FORHAT (1 X, ' KCRACK= ' ,12 , 'E= ' , E14 . 4 , 'IZ AND J.Y' ,2 F10 . 4 )
WRITE(3,333) «XKLOC( I,J) ,.1"' 1,8) , 1= 1 , 8 )
333 FORMAT(1X,
'KLOC= ' ,4E1 6 . 4 )
ELSE
CDEPTH=XDCRACK (KCRACK j
THE DEPTH OF KCMCR CRACR
XDCRACK ( ) - - CRACK DEPTH OF ElICK CRACK
PRINT », 'CD£ PTH' , CDEPTH, 'R"",R
C,\LL XCRACK(F LEC, XLELH, Xl<LOC,NFE , CDEPTH, R, E, XNU,XCO
,X I Z, FCRACK, F FCRACK, T , TT, TWORK I
SUB XC'RACK (FL EC, XL, XKCRACK ,NFE , CDEPTH,R, E, XNU, XCO
, XIZ, r CRACR, FFCRACK,T, TT, TWORK)
URITE(3,212) «XKLOC(I, J ) , .1=1 , 8 ) , 1=1 , 8 )
212 FORMAT (1X,
' KLOCRACJ(= ' ,4E16 .4)
END IF
DO 666 1 1=1, NFE
DO 666 J J =l, NFE
XK(NFE . ~ NSTA) - NFE+II , NFE* (NSTA)-NFE+JJ ) =
XK(NFE* (NSTA) - NFE+II, NFE* (NSTA) -NFE+JJ) +XKLOC ( II ,JJ)
XR(NFE" (NSTA) - NFE+1 I, NFE. (NEND) - NFE+J J ) =
C XX(NFE* (NSTA) -N FE+II, NFE. (NEND) - NFE+JJ ) +XKLOC(II , J J+NFE)
XK(NFE* (NEND) - NFE+II , NFE. (NSTA) - NFE+J J)"
C XK(NFE. (NEND) -N FE+II , NFE- (NSTAI -NFE+ J J) +XKLOC(II+NFE, JJ)
XKINFE* (NEND) -N FE+II , NFE* (NEND)-N FE+JJ) "
C XK(NFE. (NEND) - NFE+I I ,NFE . (NEND)-NFE+JJ) +XJ(LOC(II+NFE ,J.1+NFE)
92
C XK(NFE* (NSTAl-NFE+II ,NFE*{NSTA) - NFE+JJ ) szXKLOC ( II • •1J)
C XK(NFE'" (NSTA) -NFE+II ,NFE* (NEND) - NFE+J J ) - XKLOC(II , JJ )
C XK ( NFE* (NEND) -N F£ +11 , NFE. (NSTA) - NFE+J J ) =XXWC (II, J J)
C XK ( NFE* (NENO) -NFE+Ir , NFE. ( NEND) -NFE+JJ) =XKLOC (11 ,.1 .1)
666 CONTINUE
1 0 00 CONTINUE
WRITE(J, 30 5 ) «>eKe I,J) , J "' l , NNFR) , I = l,NNFR)
3 0 5 FORMAT{l X, 'K- ' , 4 E1 6 .4 )
WRITE (3 , 30~ ) «JeMeI ,J) ,J=l ,NNF R) , I - l , NNFR)
J 06 FORMAT(lX , ' M= ' , 4 £ 1 6 . 4 )
WRITE(3 , 404) (XM(I,I) , I =l , NNFRl
4 04 FORMAT(lX , ' MI l '" , 4 £ 1 6 . 4 )
WRITE(3,40J) (XK(!,!) , I"l ,NN FR)
4 0 3 FORMAT(lX , ' KI I - ' . 4£16.4 )
Intruduce Lumped Ma s s and Inertia
IF(NMASS.GT .O) THEN
DO 76 7 I - l , NMASS
ILN -LUKP (I,l)
I LF=LUMP(I,2)
XMLU=XLUMP ( I )
III-( ILN-l ) *4+ILF
print *, 'N mass ' ,nmass, ' I LN" ,ILN , ' I LF' , I LF, 'XMLU' ,
c XMLU,'III',III
XH{III, III) - XM(III, III) +XMLU




end of intrucing lumped Mas s and I ne r t i a
INTR ODUCE THE BOUNDARY CODITIONS
C NBOU(1 ,2,3)
C 1 -- NO. OF NODE
C 2 - - FRODOM OF RESTRAINED NODE
C 3 - - TYPE OF RESTRAIN 0 - - RIGID,
c I 2 , 3 • •-- ELASTIC
C I - -KI,2--K2, •• •
C NBO - - THE NO. OF RESTRAINED NOOE(* REPEATED NODE)
C NKSPR ING -- NO. OF ELASTIC SUPPORTS
C ESPRING (NKSPRING) -- STIFFNESS OF SPRING







DO 999 la- l ,NNFR
XK(I Bl, IB) "O .
XK(IB. I Bl}-O.
••• CONTINUEXKelBI, 181) -=99 9 99 9 9 9 999 9 9 9 9 .
00 618 IB -l,NNFR
XH(IBl, I B) -O .
)CHeIB,tBI) -a .
678 CONTINU E
XM( IBl, I Bl } - 2 tl 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 .
ELS E
ESPR- ESFRIN G(N83)
XK( I Dl, 181) - Xl( (IBl , 181 ) +ESPR
END IF
88 8 CONTINUE
PR INT ,., I EIGE N'
WRITE(3 , 303 ) ( XK(I,J) , J -l , NNFRI . I -l,NNFRl
3 0 3 FORHAT ( l X, ' KS- ' ,4 E1 6 . 4 )
WRITE(3 , 304) «XM(I ,J) , J -l ,NN FRI, I - l,NN FR)
3 D' FORMAT (IX, ' MB" - , 4 EI6 . 4)
WRITE (3 , S04) (XI1(I,I) ,I- l,NNFR}
50. FORMAT (lX , ' HU -' . 4E 1 6.4 )
WRITE (3 . 5 03) (XX ( I , I ). I -l , NNFR)
503 FORMAT(lX, ' KII- ' . 4 E16 . 4)
PR I NT ",' NNFR- ' , NNFR
ERR-a . OOOOO I
CALL EIGG (XK,XI1 ,H ,V ,ERR,NNFR,120)
C ERR - - ACCURACY OF I T ERAT I ON
C RHODE -- NO. OF MODE
C H -- EI GENVECTOR
WRITE ( 2 , 10 02 ) (XX(I, X) , I "'l,NNFR)
1002 FORMAT ( lX , ' EI GENVALUE ' /lX, 4E1 6 . 9 )
DO ]4] II- NNFR,l . - l
DO 3 45 l - l ,N I"E
DO 346 IN -l,NNODE
I H1" NFE* (IN- I) +I
XHODE(IN) "»l eI Hl , II)
346 CONTIN UE
IF(I .E Q. l)THEN
XCHAR...• Z- HODE'
ELSE IF ( I .EQ.2 ) THEN
XCHAR-' Y- HODE'
ELSE IF(I .E Q.3) THEN
94
XCHAR- 'CTZ-MODE'
ELSE I F(I.EQ . 4) THEN
XCHAR=' CTY- MODE '
END IF
WRITE(2, 989) II ,XCHAR
989 FORMAT (lX, 'MODE NO. ' ,I3,3X, A8)
WRITE(2 ,988) ( XMOOE(IMM), IMM=l, NNODE)
saa FORMAT(l X,5E14.6)
3 4 5 CONTINUE
3 43 CONTINUE
"WRI TE ( 2 , 1001) «XM(I ,J) ,J=l , NNFR), I :: l,NNFR)
10 01 FORMAT (IX, 'EIGENVECTOR' / lX , 4 E16 .9 )
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE HCFL(CDEPTH, R, FLEC, E , XNU, NC)
C NC- - the nwn. of fredom of crack flexibil ity matrix
c NC-4 ---- neg l ect torsio nal and longitunal v ib .
c NC-6 ---- include II
c R- -- Radis of s h a f t
c CDEPTH -- depth of crack
c E - - young modUle
c xnu -- Possion's ratio
C FELC - - !lexibllit·, ma t rix of c r a ck e lm .
DIMENSION FLEC(NC ,NC)
CRATIO "'CDEPTH/2 . /R
DO 10 I =I ,N C
FLEC(I,J)=(' 0
10 CONTINUE
IF(NC .EQ . 6) THEN








print «, '22n=' , fC22, ' 3 3= ' , f C3 3, '4 4= ', f C44,





FC5 5=1 0 * *r C5 5
p rint .,' 22 -' , fC2 2, • 33 - ' . tc)), '44 "'" , t c4 4 ,
C ' 5 5=', f c55 . '54- ' , fc4 5
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r C22 -l0 u r C2 2
YC33 -l0 uYC33
FC4 4-l0* *r C44
FC45 -10 U FC4 5
YC5S""lO U YC55
pr i nt *. '22 - ' , fe2 2 , , 33= ' • fe ll . r 44 -=' • fc 44 .
c ' 55-' , f 0 55, ' 5 4-' , f 0 4 5
PAI - 3 .1415926
r O- PAI ..E..R.... Z/ l l . ~XNU"" 2 )
r LEC{ l , l ) ",r CZ2" R/ r o
FLEC {2 , 2 )= FC3 3*R/ FO
FLEC (3, 3) - FC44 / R/ FO
FLEC (4 , 4 ) - FC5 S/ R/ FO
FLEC (4 , 3)=FC4 5/ R/FO
FLEC {3 , 4 ) - r LEC (4 , 1 )
PRI NT -, ' CHATI Oe ' , e RATI O, 'FO:', ( FLEC( I, J ),
.1- 1 , NC) , 1-1 , NC)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTIN E XCRACK (F LE C, XL, XKLOC,NF E , COEPTH. R , E . XNU. XCO
. XI 2 , FCRACK, FFCRACK, T,TT, TWORX)
DIMENSION FLEC(4 . 4 ) , XKLOC'( a . a ) , T(a , 4) , TT (4 , a ) , TWORK( a , 4 ) ,
XCO(4 ,41, FCRACK( 4,4) , FFCRACK(4 ,B)
DO 1 0 1- 1 ,8
DO 1 0 .1-1,4
T ( I , J ) - O.
TT(J , I ) -O .
1 0 CONTINUE
DO 2 0 1-1, 8
DO 2 0 .1- 1 ,8
XKLOC(I, .1) "'o . o
20 CONTI NUE
CALL KCFL{COEPTH, R . FL EC,E, XNU, NFE)
DO 30 1=1 , 4
T(1 ,I) - -l .
T (1+4 ,I ) Dl .
30 CONTINU E
T {3 ,2 ) -XL
T (4 , 1) --XL
pri nt *, 'Tn- ' , ( T ( I , .T) ,.1 "'1 , NFE), 1- 1 , 8 1
CALL XK22 ( XL, XCO,£, XIZ ,NFE)
p rint fI, ' XCO( ] - ' , (xeo (1, .1) , .1- l, NF£ ) , I -1 . NF£)
DO 40 I - l , NF£
DO 40 J "l, NFE




print ~ . , FCRACK[ j - ' . «FCRACK(I , J ) , J ....l , NFE), I -I,NFE)
DO 4 1 I=l,NFE
DO 41 J=l,NFE
FCRACK(I,J) c FCRACK ( I , J) *E
41 CONTINUE
print *, ' FCRACK[ ] "" . «FCRACK(I ,J ) ,J= l, NFE) , l e I,NFE l
CAL L I NVER ( NFE, FFCRACK , reRAeK . NNFE)
PRINT "' , 'INVER '
print *, 'FCRACKINV [ l -' , « FCRACK(I,J) ,J- I,NFE), I -l,NFE)
DO 4 2 1 = 1, NFE
00 4 2 J "'l, NFE
FCRACK( I ,J) -rCRACK(I ,J) *E
CONTINUE
PRINT . , 'FCRAeR' . «FCRACK (I ,J) ,J=l ,NFE) , I = l, NFE )
FFCRACK(NFE,2NFE)
CALL TRAN( T , TT , 8 , 4 )
PRINT " . ' T RAN'
CALL MTM(T ,FCRACK ,TWORK,8 ,4 ,4)
PRI NT *, ' MTMl '
CALL MTM(TWORK,TT,XKLOC ,8 . 4 ,8)
PRINT " . ' KTM2'
PRINT"', ' TWORK' . «TWORK(I ,J) , J = 1 , 4 ), 1=1, 8)
WRITE(4 , 102) ((XKLOC( I, J) , J - l , 9 ) ,1 -1 ,8)
102 FORMAT ( lX . , RCRAeK' ,4E19 .9 )
WRITE(* , 102) «XKLOC{I,J) , J =1 , 8 ) , 1=1 , 8 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE XK22 (XL ,XCO, E , XI Z,NFE)
The program i s us ed to calculated the flexibility of an
uncracked e lm .
DIMENSION XeO(NFE,NFE)
DO 1 0 I ""l ,NFE
DO 1 0 J - 1,NFE
XeO(I, J)=O .
10 CONTINUE
xco (l ,l)=XL**3 /3 . / E/ XI Z
xcc ( 2 ,2) =XL**3 /3 ./E/X I Z
XeO(3 ,3)=XL/E/XIZ
xeo(4, 4) =XL/ E/ XI Z
xeo(3 ,2) c - XL** 2/ 2 . / E/XIZ
xeo(4 I 1 ) - XL** 2 / 2 ./E/XIZ
DO 20 1 - 1 , NFE
00 20 J = I +1 , NFE
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XCO(I,J) -X CO(J, I)
2 0 CONTI NUE
WRITE(4 , 1 01 ) « XCO(I ,J) ,J;;l,NFE) , I - 1 ,N FE)
101 FORMAT(lX , ' XCO' , 4E15 .5)
RE'l'llRN
END
SUBROUTI NE XLOCK (E , XL, XIZ ,X IY , XKLOC, NNFE)
DIMENSION XKLOC(NNFE,NJ-:FE )
E - - YOUNG MO.
XL -- LENGTH OF ELEMENT
XIZ -- SECTION INT ERIA MOMENT AT Z DIRECTION
XIY -- " y "
XKLOC - - - LOCAL ST IFFNESS MATRIX OF ELEMENT, (NFE, NFE)
NFE - -- No . OF FREDOM OF NODE
NF£-4-- NEGLECT TORSIONAL AND LONGITUDAL
NFE-6 I NCLUDE "
NNFE - - 2*NFE
DO 1 0 1- 1, NNFE
DO 10 J - l , NNFE
XKLOC(I , J) "O .O
10 CONTINUE
COEE-E/XL* *3
XKLOC(1, 1 ) -12 . *XI Z*COEE
XKLOC(2 , 2) - 12 . *XIY* COEE
XKLOC(J, 3) - " . *XL* *2 "'XI Y*COEE
XKLOC( 4 ,4) - 4 . *XL** 2* XIZ *COEE
XKLOC(3, 2) - - 6 . *XL*XI Y*COEE
XKLOC( 4 ,1) "' 6 . *XL* XI Z*COEE
XKLOC(2,3) ""XKLOC( 3 ,2)
XKLOC(l,4 ) -XKLOC (4 ,1) .
XKLOC(5, 1) " - 12 . *XIZ*COEE
XKLOC(S , 4) - - 6 . *XL*XU*COEE
XKLOC(6, 2) - - 12 . *XIY *COEE
XKLOC(6, 3 ) "6. *XL* XIY*C OEE
XKLOC(7 , 2 ) - - 6 . *XL* XIY*COEE
XKLOC(7 , 3) - 2 . *XL** 2 *XI Y*COEE
XKLOC (S , 1 ) - 6 . *XL* XIZ *COEE
XKLOC (8 , 4) - 2 . *XL** Z*XIZ*COEE
XKLOC( 5 , 5) "'12 . *XU*COEE
XKLOC(6, 6 ) - 12 . *XIY* COEE
XKLOC(7,7) - 4 . *XL**2 *XIY *COEE
XKLOC( 8 , 8) - 4 . *XL" * 2* XI Z*COEE
XKLOC(7,6 ) -6. *XL*XIY *COEE
XKLOC(8,5) - - 6 . *XL*XIZ*COEE
98
DO 20 I _l,NNFE
DO 20 J -I+l ,NNFE




SUBROtrrINE XLOCH (XL,XLOU. XA , XMLOe, NNFE)
DI M£NSION XMLOC(NNFE,NNFE)
C E -- YOUNG MO.
e XLOU -- MASS DENSITY
C XA -- AA.EA OF CROSS SECTION OF SHAFT
C XL -- LENGTIf OF EL EMEN'!'
C XIZ -- SECTION I NTERIA MOMENT AT Z DIRECTION
C XIY __ " y n
C XKLOC --- LOCAL MASS MATRIX OF ELEMENT, ( NFE , NFE )
C NFE --- No. or FREDOM OF NODE
C NFE-. -- NEGLECT TORSIONAL AND LONGITUDAL
C NFE=6 INCLUDE ..
DO 10 I ""l,NNFE
DO 10 J -l,NNFE
XMLOC( I , J) = O.O
10 CONTI NUE
COEE-X LOU- XA*XL/42 0 .
XMLOC ( l, l ) -156 • • COEE
XMLOC(2 . 2 ) "156 . " COEE
XKLOC(3, 3) - 4 . · XL."Z*COEE
XHLOC(4. 4) =4 . *XL**2'*COEE
XMLOC(3 . 2) "'-22. -XL-COEE
XMLOC(4, 1 ) - 2 2 . 'XL-COEE
XMLOC(2 , J }""XHLOC( 2 , J )
XHLOe ( l , 4) ~XMLOC (4 ,1)
XMLOC( 5 ,1) = 54 • ' COEE
XMLOC(5 . 4 ) -13 . *XL*COEE
XMLOC(6 , 2 )=54. 'COEE
XKLOC(6. J ) - - 13 . *XL.COEE
XHLOC(7 ,Z }-n o·XL"COEE
XHLOC(7. 3 ) - - 3 . *XL**2*COEE
XMLOC( B, 1) = - 13 • - XL.COEE
XMLOC(B , -4) - - 3 . *XL**2 *COEE
XMLOC(5 . 5 )""156 . -COE E
XMLOC(6, 6 ) -156 . - COEE
XKLOC(7, 7 ) "' 4 . *XL** 2 *COEE
XMLOC(B, 8 ) G'4. *XL*-2*COEE
XMLOC(7,6 ) -22 . *XL *COEE
XMLOC(S, 5 ) G'-22 . -XL . COEE
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00 20 I = l , NNFE





SUBROUTINE LINE( XI. Yl, X2, Y2, X, Y)
Y-Y1+ (X -Xl) '" (Y2-Yl ) I (X2-Xl)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE COFI (AO,Al,A2 , A3, "'4 . AS,A6 ,1.7 ,1.8 , 1.9, 1.10
,BO ,Bl, 82 , 8 3 , 8 4 , 8 5, 8 6 , 8 7 , B8, 89, B10 , A, B)
PRINT *, ' A"" ,A , '8=' ,8
I F(A .LT.AO) THEN
PRINT -. 'THE DEPTH OF CRACK IS WRONG '
ELSE IF e (A.Gt.AO) .AND . (A .LE .AI) 1 THEN
CALL LINE(AO ,BO ,Al,B1,A,B)
ELSE IF«A .GE . Al) . AND. (A.LE . A2» THEN
CALL LINE(Al,Bl .A2 ,B2 ,A ,B)
ELSE IF( (A.GE.A2) .Mm. (A.LE.AJ) I THEN
CALL LINE(A2 ,B2,A3 ,DJ,A,B)
ELSE IF«A.GE .A3).AND.(A.LE .A4» THEN
CALL LINE(A3 ,B3,A4 ,B4,A,B)
ELSE IF( (A .GE.A4) .AND. (A .LE.AS» THEN
CALL LINE(A4,B4,A5,BS ,A,B)
ELSE IFe (A .GE.AS ) . ANO. (A .LE.A6» THEN
CALL LINE(A5 ,BS ,A 6 ,86, A,B)
ELSE I F e (A.G E. A6) . AND. (A .LE.A7) I THEN
CALL LINE(A6,B6,A7,B7 ,A ,B)
ELSE IF( (A .GE .A7) .AND. ( A.LE .A 8) I THEN
CALL LINE(A7,B7 ,AS ,B S,A,B)
ELSE IFe (A .G£ .A8) .AND. (A .LE.A9l) THEN
CALL LI N£(A 8 ,BS,A9,B9 ,A,B)
ELSE IF( (A .G E . A9) .AND . (A .LE. A10» THEN






PRINT . ,'THE CAACK DEPTH IS WRONG'
100








A7- 0 . 7
AS- 0. 8
A9" 0 . 9
AI0=1. 0
8 0- -6 .0
8 1--1. 7
8 2" -1-
8 3- - 0.45
84 - -0 .13
8 5-0.1
8 6- 0 . 3
8 7 . 0 . 5
BS-0 . 85
8 9-1 . 3
810=1. 8 5
CALL COFI (AO , Al , A2, AJ ,A4 , A5 ,A 6 ,A 7 ,A8 , A9 ,A I 0 ,
BO, B1 , 8 2 , 83 ,84 , 8 5 , 8 6, 8 7 ,88,B9 , BIO ,CRATIO, FC22 )
RET URN
END





A4- 0 . 4
AS-0.5
A6- 0 . 6






82 - - 0 .85
B3-0 . 4
B4-0 .
BS- 0 . 2
86- 0 .4
81- 0 . 65
BS - 1.0
8 9-1 .5
81 0 - 2 . 28
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CALL COFI (AO,Al , A2 ,A 3,A4 , A5 , A6 , A7 , 1I8, A9 , AI 0 ,
BO. Bl , 8 2 , B3 , 84 . 85 ,86 ,87 ,88 ,89 . BID , CRATIO , Fe )))
RE:'l'tJJU<
END











A10 - 1. 0
BO--6.
81- -1 . 82
8 2"'-0. 7 5
83 " - 0.08 5
84 - 0. 4
85- 1 . 0
86 -1 .5
87 - 2 .
8 8-2 . 2
8 9- 3.0
810=4 .
CALL ccs-r( AD, AI , A2 ,A3 ,A 4. A5 . A6 , A7 , A8 , A9 , AID ,
80 , ai , 8 2 , OJ, 84 ,85,86, B7 . B8 . 89 , BID , CRATIO , Fe44)
RETURl!
END
SUBROUTIN E C45 (CRATIO . Fe 4S)
AO.. O .




















89 - 3. 4
810=4 . 8
CALL COFI(AO,Al,A2,AJ,A4 , '\' 5 , ,\,6 ,,\, 7 , A8 , A9 , A1 0 ,
BO,81,B2,BJ ,B4 , 8 5 , 8 6 ,87 . B8 , 8 9. BI O, CRATI O, FC4 5)
RETURN
END













81 - -0 .5
8 2-0 .4 8
8 3- 0 . 9
84 - 1. 2 1
8 5-1. 5 5
86- 1.8 3
8 7-2. 2
88 - 2 . 7 5
89-J .
810=3 . .
CALL COFI {AO,Al ,A2 , '\'3 , '\ 4 ,A5,'\6, A7 , '\ 8 , A9 ,A I 0,




DI MENSIO N T(H,N) , TT CN, H)
DO 10 1""I , H






DIMENSION A CM, N) ,B(N, L) , C (M, L)
DO 10 l "l, H
DO 10 J "l , L
C(I ,J) - O.
DO 2 0 K- I, N







DIHENSI?" A( MfLL} ,B(N ,N)
INTEGER PV
print *. 'a ', «a(i ,j ) , j "-I , l1) , i-l,n)
print., ' b' , «bel, j) • j -1 ,n ) , 1-1,n)
DO 4 0 I - l, N
DO 4 0 .I-I , LL
A(I,J) ZIrO.O
40 CONTINUE
00 2 0 I - l , N
00 20 .1=1 , "
A(I,J)""B(I,J)
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1 , "
.1-1+N
A(I , J ) ""1.
30 CONTINUE
EPS-I .
lC I F( 1.0+EPS . GT.l. O) THEN











00 J -I+l ,H





A(I,JC) - A ( PV,JC)




IF (A (I ,I) . EQ . O. ) GO TO 1 2 00
ELI MI NATING BELOW DI AGONAL
DO JR=l +!,N
I F(A(JR,I) . NE. O. ) THEN
R-A (JR,I} tAC t , I )
DO KC-I+l ,N *2
TEMP-A(JR,KC)
A(JR, XC) ...A( JR , XC) -R*A (I, KC)









PRINT *, ' DETER7 BMIN~' ,D ET
PRI NT '"
BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION
IF (A(N ,N ) . EO. O) GOTO 12 00
DO 11 0 0 M-N+ l , N*2
A(N, H ) cA(N,M ) I A CH, N)
DO NV-N-l , l, - l
VA- A ( NV, M)
DO K"'NV+l , N
VA-VA-A (NV , X) "'A(K , H)
END DO
A (NV , K ) cVA/A (NV , IN)
END DO
)1 'J~ CONT I NUE
DO 99 I -=l , N
DO 99 J .N+l ,N .2
B(I,J-N) -A (I ,J)
99 COrrrINUE
R>:I'URN
1 200 PRINT - , ' MATRIX IS SI NGtJLAR'
END
subroutine EI GG(A,B, H,V, ERR, N,NX )
DIE:T{[A] -LANBTA*[B ]} = 0
DIMENSION V(N X) , A( NX, NX) ,B (NX,NX) , H(NX, NX)
CALL DECOG{B,N ,NX )
CALL INVCH{B ,H,N ,NX)
CALL BTAB3 (A , H, V, N,NX)




SUBROUTINE DECOG(A , N,N X)
DI MENSION A(NX ,N X}
I F( A(1,1»1,1 ,3
WRIT E ( * , 2)
FORMAT ( , ZERO OR NECATIVE RADICAND' l
GO TO 2 00
A(l ,l) -SQRT( A( l, 1»
DO 10 J - 2 ,N
10 A (1 ,J) -A(1,J) / 11. (1, 1 )
00 40 I -2, N
11 -1- 1.
D=A(1 ,I )
00 20 x,..1 ,Il
20 D=O-A(L,I) *A(L, I)
1F(A(I,I » 11,11,21
11 WRITE( * , 2 )
stop
2 1 A(1 ,1} -SORT (D)
12 -1+1
00 40 J -12,N
D=A(I , J)
DO 30 1.-1,11
30 D=OwA(L ,I)*A( L, J )
A( I ,J)=O/A( I,1)
40 co ntinue
DO 50 I -2 ,N
L05
106
11 - 1- 1
00 SO J _l ,11
50 A( I, J ) "'O.
2 00 RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE INVCH( S , A, H, NX)
DIMENSION A (NX, NX) , S (NX, NXI
00 10 I - l, N
10 A(I, X) "'l./S (1, X)
Nl=N-l
DO 10 0 K- I , NI
NK-N -K






20 0-0 +5 (I ,L)"A( L,J)




SUBROUTI NE STAB3 (A , B, V, N , NX)
DIMENSION A(NX ,N X) , V ( NX) , B ( NX, NXl
DO 10 I "I ,N
00 5 J -l ,N
V(J) -O .
DO 5 K-I ,N
V(J) -V(J) +A(I,K) *.B(K,J)
DO 10 J ""I,N
10 A(I ,J ) .. V(J)
DO 20 J-l ,H
DO 15 I -l , N
V ( I ) - O.
DO 15 K-I ,N
1S Ve I l =V(I) +B (K, I ).A ( K, J)
DO 20 I -1 ,N
20 A( I ,J) - V(I )
RETURN
END
SUBROt1r I NE .1ACOBCA,V ,ERR, N,NX)
DIMENSION l~ ( NX , NX ) ,V (NX,N X)
ITH - 500
IT-O
DO 10 1- 1 ,N
00 10 J - 1, N
IF (I-J)J, 1,3
V(I ,J) -O .
GO TO 10




DO 20 l "l ,M
.11" 1 +1
DO 20 J -.1 l,N





1F (IT) 5,4 ,5
T I - T· ERR
IF(T- Tl) 9 9 9, 999, 6
PS - A( IR , I R) - ACIC,le )
TA""(-PS+SQRT(PS* PSH *T*T» / (2*A(IR, l e i )
C"'l . /SQ£n: (l+TA*TA)
S-C·TIt.
DO 5 0 I "l , N
P-V(I, IR )
VCI ,IR) -C*P+S*V( I ,IC)
50 V(I ,IC) -=C*V(I, IC)-S*P
I - I
1 00 I F CI - I R) 7 , 2 0 0 , 7
7 P= A( I, I R)
1..(1, I R) - CAP + S*A( I , IC )
A( I, IC) - CAA(I , I C) - Si p
1 - 1 +1
GO TO 100
200 I -IR+1
3 00 IF(I-IC)8,400 ,8
8 P- A(IR , I)
Ae IR , I l "'CAP + S*A ( I , Ie l
A(I, IC) _CAA(I, I C) - SiP
1 - 1+ 1
GO TO 30 0
4 00 I -ICH
SOD IF( I -N)9 ,9 ,600
l Oi
P...A{I R,I )
A{IR,I ) -C* P. S*A ( I C, I )
A(IC, I) - C* A(IC, I ~ -S.P
1=1+1
GO TO 50 0
60 0 P- A(IR, IR)
A( IR , IR ) "'C*C* P+2 . *C* S*A{IR . ICI.S*S.A (IC. IC)
A{I C. rc) "' C. C. A (IC , IC) . S ' S * P - 2 • • C*S *A( I R , IC)
A ( I R,IC) -O .
IT-ITH




SUBRotrrINE KATH8(A, B , V,N ,NX)
DIMENSION A (NX, NXI ,B(NX, NX) , V(NX)
DO 2 0 3 - 1 ,N
DO 1 6 I -l ,N
V(I) - O.
00 16 X- l , N
16 V( I )-V( I ) +A(I ,K ) loB(K,J)
DO 2 0 I -l ,N
2 0 B(I,J) - V ( I )
RETURN
END
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